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Abstract
"The Machine in the Text, and the Text in the Machine" is a rev iew essay on Electronic
Literature: New Horizons for the Literary (Notre Dame, IN: Univ ersity of Notre Dame,
2008), by N. Katherine Hay les, and Mechanisms: New Media and the Forensic Imagination
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2008), by Matthew G. Kirschenbaum. Both works make
remarkable contributions f or the emerging f ield of digital literary studies and f or the theory
of digital media. While Hay les analy ses the interaction between humans and computing
machines as embodied in electronic works, Kirschenbaum conceptualizes digitality at the
lev el of inscription and establishes a social text rationale f or electronic objects.

The emergence of electronic literature can be seen in a growing body of digitally born artif acts. Most of these
works are now published online and they are produced, distributed, and executed by digital machines. The parallel
ev olution of electronic computers and communication networks during the past twenty y ears has transf ormed
writing and reading practices, and has deeply altered the electronic landscape itself . Mutations in media
technologies hav e originated not only new sets of relations between print codex and computer display, but they
hav e also redef ined the ecology of all other media. These momentous changes are part of a large cluster of
social and cultural transf ormations that characterize contemporary culture, which can be accurately described as
a sof tware culture. In their new books, N. Katherine Hay les and Matthew G. Kirschenbaum ref ine our
understanding of electronic literature and digital materiality. In this rev iew essay I look at their critical approaches
and try to explain why both books make outstanding contributions to the f ield of new media studies.

1

Literature as Human-Machine Intermediation
Linking subjectiv ity with computational media is a highly contested project in which the
struggle f or dominance play s a central role: should the body be subject to the machine, or the
machine to the body ? The stakes are nothing less than whether the embodied human becomes
the center f or humanistic inquiry within which digital media can be understood, or whether
media prov ide the context and ground f or conf iguring and disciplining the body. [Hay les
2008, 87]
In The Language of New Media (2001), Lev Manov ich def ined new media as the result of the combination of
modern media and computers. He sy nthesized the f eatures of new media in f iv e principles: numerical
representation, modularity (these are the two basic material principles of data processing upon which the other
three depend), automation, v ariability, and cultural transcodif ication. Manov ich’s f if th principle — which describes
the social ef f ects of the intertwining of computer and cultural lay ers — prov ided a sound theoretical basis f or the
relativ ely new f ield of sof tware studies, i.e., f or the cultural analy sis of the interactions between computer
programs and human practices (cf . [Manov ich 2008]). Sof tware mediation is perhaps the main cultural aspect of
digital culture because all human-machine interactions are enabled and shaped by f eatures of the sof tware.
N. Katherine Hay les’s approach in Electronic Literature: New Horizons for the Literary (2008) f ollows a similar
sof tware and cultural analy tics rationale. A surv ey of contemporary electronic literature in English f unctions, at
the same time, as a theoretical inv estigation into the aesthetic and cultural materiality of digital media. Hay les
analy ses digital genres and f orms in order to understand the material and cultural specif icity of the digital. Placed
in the wider social and cultural context of human-machine intermediation, electronic literature becomes a particular
domain f or observ ing ongoing changes in technologies of meaning production. Close attention to literary digital
practices is part of her long-term critical ref lection upon a larger cluster of cultural transf ormations brought about
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by the ubiquity of computers.
This book continues her intellectual project of examining the interactions among digital media, literature, and
posthuman culture (cf . [Hay les 1999], [Hay les 2002], [Hay les 2005]). Her new attempt at an integrated technosocial approach dev elops out of her two earlier works. Electronic Literature brings together, in a magnif icent
sy nthesis, her earlier theorization in Writing Machines (2002) — in which she analy zed the works Lexia to
Perplexia, by Talan Memmott, A Humument, by Tom Phillips, and House of Leaves, by Mark Z. Danielewski, as
examples of technotexts — and her ref lection on the cultural ef f ects of digital technology in My Mother Was a
Computer (2005). My epigraph (abov e) is taken f rom the beginning of the third chapter ("Contexts f or Electronic
Literature: The Body and the Machine," 87-130), and it opens a piv otal moment in Hay les’s attempt to articulate a
context f or digital literature and to propose a new digital media theory. Human-computer interaction is now so
ubiquitous that it may be said to be changing the nature of human culture and the technologies of the self .
Hay les contextualizes electronic literature within the present digital media ecology. As in her prev ious work, she
selects and reads most of her examples as self -ref lexiv e engagements with electronic materiality. She then uses
the self -ref erential and metatextual elements in these works to interrogate the specif ic mediation introduced by
networked computers in cultural, economic, and social transactions in contemporary inf ormation societies. As a
methodological and interpretiv e mov e, it is critically and theoretically productiv e in the sense that it illuminates
both the works themselv es and the dif f icult questions concerning digitality. This broader contextualizing of
electronic literature has f ar-reaching consequences f or a deeper understanding of the social dy namics of digital
culture. Its products and tools are now embedded in so many administrativ e, commercial, political, social, and
cultural practices that we are increasingly becoming a sof tware culture — a change so f ast and so perv asiv e that
the specif ic message of digital media seems to be that the posthuman human is/will be the extension of his/her
sof tware.
In Writing Machines, Hay les def ined technotexts as texts (executed electronically or printed on paper) that
self -ref lect upon their own material properties and operations as dev ices that allow meaning to emerge. The
technotext is a material or textual machine, "a dev ice capable of manipulating itself as well as the reader"
[ Hay les 2002, 24]. Cybertext (in Espen Aarseth’s def inition) is a related concept: cy bertexts are (paper or
electronic) texts that require a "non-triv ial ef f ort" on the part of the reader to co-generate the textual f ield. Aarseth
calls this ty pe of literature "ergodic" [Aarseth 1997]. While Hay les’s def inition highlights works that depend upon
self -ref erential codes, Aarseth’s concept captures the algorithmic potential of modes of textuality that call upon
certain ty pes of reader interv ention in the textual f ield. What "technotexts" and "cy bertexts" hav e in common is
the f act they work as self-conscious textual machines, i.e., texts f or generating texts. As a mechanism f or
generating texts, they establish a relation between texton, or scriptural algorithm, and scripton, or textual instance
of that algorithm. Textual conf iguration and textual content can be emergent properties because textual f ields are
not entirely pre-constituted at their f ormal lev el. Interaction among the author’s f ield, the reader’s f ield, and the
text’s f ield dev elops in unpredictable patterns according to a network of intentions embodied in a code [Douglas
2000].
In computerized technotexts/cy bertexts, emergent readings are the result of this intermediation that connects
author and reader to computer through automated f ormal processing of signs. Human and machine are seen as
parts of an interlocking cognitiv e sy stem. Hay les makes the point that at the present lev el of complexity of
computers as quasi-autonomous sign machines, machine-human borders are less and less def ined. Computers
and humans become increasingly linked by recursiv e f eedback loops. This process of machine-human
intermediation giv es rise to emergent behav iors which are a f unction of the sy stemic relation between machines
and humans across a range of f ields. In electronic literature, semiosis — i. e, the process according to which
signs are interpreted and translated into other signs — partakes of cy bersemiosis, i.e., the automated processing
of signs that takes place in the machines themselv es. According to Hay les, the result is a hy bridization that
brings together human cognition and the cognition of "intelligent machines." Thus a signif icant part of her study of
electronic literature is dedicated to conceptualizing this human-machine interaction as the def ining element of our
contemporary mediascape.
Hay les adopts the concept of human-machine intermediation — used here to account f or emergent f orms of
cognition — as a literal and metaphorical description of the "dy namics of human-computer interaction" [Hay les
2008, 51]. "Intermediation" means the emergence of complex patterns f rom local interactions resulting f rom
"recursiv e f eedback and f eedf orward loops" [Hay les 2008, 48] in a dy namic heterarchy. Quoting research in the
f ields of artif icial lif e, genetics, and computer programming, she argues f or the co-ev olution of embodiment and
technology, rather than f or any strict f orm of social or technical determinism. Human-machine intermediation is
also modeled on what recent research has uncov ered about human brain dev elopment. Hay les sees such
intermediation as similar to the co-ev olution of brain and language or to the sy nergy between neural plasticity and
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learning. The recursiv e loops that take place inside the machine and the recursiv e loops that constitute a human
subject’s cognition processes become linked in human-computer interaction. In electronic literature this dy namic
between body and machine takes place both at the lev el of writing and reading. A series of cascading and
interacting processes makes human and machines part of a single sy stem of emergent cognition:
In electronic literature, this dy namic is ev oked when text perf orms actions that bind together
author and program, play er and computer, into a complex sy stem characterized by
intermediating dy namics. The computer’s perf ormance builds high-lev el responses out of
low-lev el processes that interpret binary code. These perf ormances elicit emergent complexity
in the play er, whose cognitions likewise build up f rom low-lev el processes interpreting sensory
and perceptual input to high-lev el thoughts that possess much more powerf ul and cognitiv e
powers than the computer does, but that nev ertheless are bound together with the computer’s
subcognitiv e processes through intermediating dy namics. The cy cle operates as well in the
writing phase of electronic literature. When a programmer/writer creates an executable f ile, the
process reengineers the writer’s perceptual and cognitiv e sy stem as she works with the
medium’s possibilities. Alternating between writing modules and testing them to ensure they
run correctly, the programmer experiences creation as an activ e dy namic in which the
computer play s a central role. [Hay les 2008, 56]
Hay les’s analy sis of the intertwined role of electronic media and certain cultural patterns in global f inance
transactions [Hay les 2008, 94–102] makes an interesting case-study of intermediation as a non-deterministic
explanation of the relations between technology and culture. By recontextualizing digital media works and media
theory in wider social and cultural phenomena, we can see how certain practices get their content and f orms f rom
other f ields (in this instance gendered practices and discourses) at the same time that they are transf ormed by
the electronic capabilities of sy nchronous and constant communication. This approach suggests the need to
integrate media models and cultural models in order to explain the specif ics of technological embodiment in the
digital age. Marshall McLuhan described media-culture interactions in terms of the sense ratios and participatory
inv olv ement that def ine each medium. Electronic media, because they combine participatory and audiov isual
immersion, were seen as retribalizing agents that establish new f orms of sociality within a general global media
network. The interiorized, rationalized, and indiv idualized subjectiv ity of print, challenged by 20th century mass
media, has been f urther hy bridized by the interactiv e and multisensory modalities of contemporary digital media.
In chapter 4 ("Rev ealing and Transf orming: How Electronic Literature Rev alues Computational Practice," [Hay les
2008, 131–157]), Hay les proposes an alternativ e theory to Friedrich A. Kittler’s technodeterminism ([Kittler 1990],
[Kittler 1999]) and to Mark B. N. Hansen’s af f ectiv e embodiment of technology in human interf aces ([Hansen
2004], [Hansen 2006]). In Hay les’s perspectiv e, subjectiv ity and technology, body and machine are conceiv ed in
terms of an "open-ended recursiv ity with one another" [Hay les 2008, 130]. She argues f or their coev olution, and
she claims that electronic literature is exploring this intermediating dy namics between human and nonhuman
cognition by means of random algorithmic permutations in the production of meaning. Electronic literature and
digital art play an important role in our critical awareness of computational practices: "Through such
intermediations, computation ev olv es into something more than a technical practice, though of course it is also
that. It becomes a powerf ul way to rev eal to us the implications of our contemporary situation, creating
rev elations that work both within and beneath conscious thought" [Hay les 2008, 157]. Her surv ey of electronic
literature is powerf ully linked with a media theory about the f unction of the digital computer in contemporary
culture.
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A Recursive Dynamics for Emergent Cognition: Digitality, Performability,
Readability
Hay les examines both the continuities and discontinuities between print and digital textuality : on the one hand,
digital literary genres are dependent upon print conv entions and print modes; on the other, they are close to
contemporary networked media, such as "computer games, animations, digital arts, graphic design, and electronic
v isual culture" [Hay les 2008, 4]. Interaction between print and electronic f orms (and a good example of a
retroactiv e media loop) can be seen in print works that use electronic means of production to intensif y the f ormal
materialities of print. Conv ersely, the f ormal transf ormation of print literary f orms can be seen in electronic works
that combine alphabetic with non-alphabetic materialities: multimodality, characteristic of 20th-century
experimental literature, has become a general f eature of digital literature. The nature of reproduction in digital
media f osters the conv ergence of f orms that were once medium-specif ic and rhetorically distinct, such as
mov ing images, recorded sounds and written words. Mov ing images and mov ing letters, f or instance, are
common tropes in electronic literature, due to the f act that digital machines can process all these dif f erent
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sensory outputs using the same processes and channels. Hy bridity is the result of this recombination of
print-born with digitally -born f orms.
Whereas earlier surv ey s included web publication as part of the digital literature f ield, Hay les restricts her corpus
to works that can only exist within the computer env ironment. Loss Pequeño Glazier def ined three f orms of
electronic textuality (hy pertext, v isual/kinetic text, and works in programmable media), but he also examined
web-based electronic writing as a distribution and publication platf orm f or the dissemination of f orms of
innov ativ e poetry [Glazier 2002]. Hay les def ines electronic literature as "a f irst-generation object created on a
computer and (usually ) meant to be read on a computer" [Hay les 2008, 3]. Digitally produced, digitally
distributed, and digitally receiv ed, electronic literature materializes within the networked env ironment of computerassisted communication. A similar, but less restrictiv e def inition, is prov ided by the Electronic Literature
Organization on its website: "The term [Electronic Literature] ref ers to works with important literary aspects that
take adv antage of the capabilities and contexts prov ided by the stand-alone or networked computer." (Cf .
http://eliterature.org/about/).
Electronic works of literature come in many f orms: network f iction (a term Hay les adopts f rom Dav id Ciccoricco,
who uses it to ref er to hy perf iction); interactiv e f iction, which combines nov elistic and game components
(ref erred to as "play able media" by Wardrip-Fruin); exploration of three-dimensionality on the screen; immersion in
three-dimensional spaces, as represented by works produced at Brown Univ ersity ’s CAVE v irtual reality
laboratory ; site-specif ic or online interactiv e dramas; generativ e literature, such as has been dev eloped by
Philippe Bootz, Jean-Pierre Balpe or Noah Wardrip-Fruin; exploration of the dy namics between programming codes
and natural language codes, as in the genre called code work (Alan Sondheim; MEZ; Talan Memmott); and many
others, such as animated poems, e-mail nov els, locativ e narrativ es (dependent on GPS technologies), or short
f iction f or cell phone. Multimodality, a common property of networked and programmable media, explains the
contiguity between electronic literature and digital art. The inv ention and dissemination of handheld mobile and
networked dev ices, f rom i-pods to e-books to electronic paper, is likely to continue to multiply digital genres and
f orms.
Hay les underlines hybridity and eventuality as two f undamental f eatures of contemporary electronic literature.
Both f eatures are a consequence of digitality. Once f orms are digitally produced and reproduced, they become
part of a large database whose elements may be recombined ad infinitum. Under the new conditions of technical
reproduction, the combined materialities of prev ious media originate hy brid f orms of textuality that interweav e
v erbal text, still image, mov ing image, and sound in multimodal genres and f orms. Ev entuality is a consequence
of the f act that works hav e to be perf ormed by the code bef ore they are perf ormed by reading: "electronic text
(…) cannot be accessed until it is perf ormed by properly executed code" [Hay les 2008, 5]. Sof tware (i.e., the
ensemble def ined by operating sy stem, computer application, and work’s programming code) becomes a
structural element in a work’s signif y ing f ield. Since works depend upon the specif ic codes and machines that
generate them, electronic genres may be partially def ined by the kind of sof tware and hardware used to produce
and execute them.
Thus certain generic properties of a digital work will deriv e f rom the structural and f ormal properties of its
particular code and application, ev en when they originated in graphical conv entions of print genres. This is clear
when we look at kinetic poems: conv entional f eatures of the ideogrammatic v isual poem hav e been re-inscribed
by properties of animation programming, such as the Actionscript language used in Flash. A similar specif ic
sof tware inscription can be seen also in the contrast between early CD-ROM hy pertext f ictions — that depended
upon the f ormal capabilities of the lexia-and-link structure of hy pertext programs such as Hypercard or
Storyspace — and later hy pertext f iction, generally web-based, hy permedially structured, and multimodal. The
digital medium inscribes its material and f ormal f eatures in a work’s material f orm. "Code work" — a genre of
digital text that play s with the relations between natural languages, alphabetic writing, computer codes or pseudocodes, and v arious processes of v erbal and v isual translation — is one good example of the self -ref lectiv e work
that explores the recodings and remediations in electronic literature. Such works probe into the nature of natural
and programming languages, directing our attention to the f ormal materiality of writing as code and inscription.
Hay les lists f our major characteristics of digital text: "computer-mediated text is lay ered"; "computer-mediated
tends to be multimodal"; "in computer-mediated text, storage is separate f rom perf ormance"; and "computermediated text manif ests f ractured temporality " [Hay les 2008, 163–164]. The lay ered nature of digital text has to
do with cascading processes of abstraction that link the deep lay er of alternating v oltages to the screen lay er of
sy mbolic representations. Kirschenbaum’s distinction between f orensic and f ormal materiality is another way of
conceptualizing the lay ered nature of computational media. Multimodality and multimediality are consequences of
binary code, which enables the integration of all other media. Separation between storage and perf ormance is
another f undamental element of digital textuality : the work cannot be accessed unless it is perf ormed by the
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code, i.e., executed by a machine, and f iles play ed locally can be assembled f rom dif f erent locations. Finally,
the f racturing of time describes the f act that in electronic display the timing of texts is v ariable and not entirely
controlled by the reader. While the f irst and third properties f ollow f rom the ontology of the computer as a binary
machine, the second and the f ourth describe specif ic aspects of its f ormal materiality as phenomenologically
experienced by a human subject.
Hay les analy ses a number of digital works in order to clarif y the material specif icities of electronic embodiment
and the f ormal workings of intermediation. Her model f or digitality in Electronic Literature comes mostly f rom
technotexts, i.e., f rom those textual embodiments of text as a machine to generate texts. Self -ref lexiv e
operations in these works are read as way s of probing the cultural and technological specif ics of the medium
itself . The selected works self -consciously engage with their f ormal and material condition, and this engagement
is used, in turn, as a critical examination of the situation of contemporary culture. This is what happens when she
reads Talan Memmott’s Lexia to Perplexia (2000) as a ref lection on the "mergent subjectiv ity inside the machine"
and as a "metaphor f or the co-construction of embodiment and media technologies" [Hay les 2008, 122]. Or when
she reads works by Young-Hae Chang and Marc Voge (Young-Hae Chang Heav y Industries) as "an interrogation
of global microsociality and temporality as a place to inhabit" [Hay les 2008, 126]. A similar reading protocol is
applied to Translation (2004-2005), a work by John Cay ley and Giles Perring, whose transliteral morphings are
read as examples of "recursiv e interaction" between machine and linguistic codes. Sev eral other works are read
as explorations of the codeterminations between body and machine that def ine contemporary cultural f ormations.
By using electronic works as tools f or her interrogation of computation and digitality, Hay les is sometimes close
to the point where her readings turn into allegories of her own media theory — a reading practice that is all too
f requent in prof essional readers. This can be a productiv e conceptual mov e — as she has brilliantly
demonstrated here and elsewhere — but it can also obscure other issues, particularly if the works are read as
sy mptoms of a certain media regime or if they are treated as autonomous objects. This mode of reading play s
down the role of heterogenous discursiv e f ields as sources f or their signif iers. A self -ref erential reading can be
illuminating in grasping the specif ic f ormal dialectics of a giv en work, but at the risk of extrapolating, as mediumspecif ic, properties that are in f act the result of certain f ormal manipulations upon a giv en material and its
discursiv e basis. It also tends to ignore the actual conditions of production, circulation, and reception of those
works, conditions which cannot be accessed by close reading the works themselv es.
Some of the properties Hay les equates with digital materiality in these works are the result of certain operations
with the code that translate into certain ty pes of display and interaction. They are not inherent in digitality, or they
are only in so f ar as digitality may be redef ined in a giv en work by a specif ic f ormal operation. In f act, similar
self -ref lexiv e f eatures (and the ensuing recursiv e dy namics) would equally apply to works in print, cinema, or
other media. And this is particularly true f or the semiotic and semantic import of those operations. Such
properties hav e to be seen as particular instantiations of digital materiality achiev ed by certain f ormal operations.
This means that their self -ref lexiv ity is work-specif ic rather than medium-specif ic. Digitality is retroactiv ely
redef ined by a f ormal interv ention, as much as printness has been re-enacted and re-display ed by specif ic
printing codes in nov els such as Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy (1759-1767) or Mark Z. Danielewski’s Only
Rev olutions (2006). Such metatextual and metamedial processes are a f unction of those particular interv entions
and of the semiotic loop they help to sustain.
Most of the works Hay les has chosen can be read in meaningf ully self -ref lectiv e way s ("a growing body of work
that interrogates networked and programmable media as the material basis f or artistic innov ation and creation"
[ Hay les 2008, 20]), whether their self -ref lexiv ity was intended by the authorial algorithm, or if it was mainly the
result of an ergodically enhanced readerly / writerly intentionality. Again, the f act that many works concern
themselv es with the ergonomics and mechanics of reading, using digital f orms to probe into the nature of
meaning production, would suggest that certain f eatures that are being explored by electronic literature should be
accounted f or within a more general theory of multimodality of contemporary literacies. Many of these operations
hav e been used in the 20th-century experimental tradition of challenging and redef ining the media boundaries of
literary art. In their archaeology of f orms, Loss Pequeño Glazier and Chris Funkhouser hav e read electronic text
as both a continuation of experimental print literature and a new practice grounded in the materiality of the
medium ([Glazier 2002], [Funkhouser 2007]).
Generating text by the use of algorithms as a way f reeing discourse f rom certain sy ntactic and semantic
structures f or producing textual coherence and textual cohesion is one example of such experimental procedures.
Textual constraints, as def ined and practiced by Oulipian authors since 1960, already contain the basic principles
of computational literature. The text as potential textual f ield, i.e., its ev entuality, has been perceiv ed and
explored as a f unction of the generativ e codes of language and writing. Similar perceptions and experiments with
the generativ e f eatures of programming codes hav e originated certain ty pes of self -ref erential and metatextual
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f orms of digital works. These properties, as f ar as they bear upon the medium itself , result f rom a particular
f ormal and aesthetic engagement with its material basis.
The possibility of semiotic interaction, that is, of an interf erence that alters sequence and outcome of display or
narrativ e, is one of the f ormal operations being explored in digital texts. Iterations of algorithms that respond to
readers’ interv entions result in unpredicted automatic semiotic permutations of f ile components and display
elements, but all other textual f eatures, particularly when considered as reading f ields, are not unlike print, f ilm, or
sound textuality. The crucial phenomenological question is what is the nature of ev entuality in digital media as
opposed to, or dif f erent f rom, other f orms of ev entuality ? The f act that f iles hav e to be executed and perf ormed
by specif ic programs in specif ic machines, and reassembled instantaneously f rom across a network, produces a
new kind of ev entuality, and thus a new kind of textuality ? A textuality that can be said to be dif f erent f rom the
general ev entuality of reading acts as specif ic instantiations of the sy mbolic transaction that def ines all textual
f ields?
Hay les is right in pointing to certain limitations of the early technophile hy pertext theory in representing digital
media (and hy pertext in particular) as a material embodiment of the post-structuralist theory of inf inite text and
def erral of meaning. Landow, Bolter and others certainly ov erstressed the liberatory ef f ects of hy perlinks as
reader-oriented structures and mis-represented codex dy namics. Bolter and Grusin’s conceptualization of the
electronic writing space as a remediation of print and other media is much more accurate. In f act, many digital
works (both in poetry and f iction) f oreground this metamedial dimension of the digital, i.e., the use of its new
material properties as f ormal inv estigations into mediality (i.e., graphicality or kineticity or aurality ) in meaning
production in general. Print is thus re-represented within digital textuality in f orms that replicate, transf orm, and
interrogate its topographic and ty pographic materiality. Ev en when they are not digitally born, as is the case with
many digital archiv es that migrate print and manuscript works to a digital space, such literary works are redef ined
by the digital dy namics created by their hy permedia structure of networked marked-up f iles.
N. Katherine Hay les’s ov erv iew of the f ield is accompanied by Volume One of The Electronic Literature
Collection, one of the f irst attempts at producing an executable, interpretable, critical, and teachable canon of
electronic literature. This anthology (av ailable as a CD-ROM appendix to this book, and also as an online archiv e,
at http://collection.eliterature.org/1/) contains many remarkable works in new media. Selected titles include
Michael Joy ce’s Twelv e Blue (1996), Shelley Jackson’s My Body : A WunderKammer (1997), Stuart Moulthrop’s
Reagan Library (1999), Jim Andrews’ Nio (2001), Talan Memmott’s Self -Portrait(s) [as Other(s)] (2003), Millie
Niss’s Oulipoems (2004), and Jason Nelson’s Dreamaphage (2004), among others. One criticism to be made is
that this anthology is entirely English-speaking and, with a f ew exceptions, North-American-centered. Ev en if the
dev elopment of inf ormation technology has meant that the U.S.A. has led the electronic communif ication of the
world, one would expect to see more works in other languages, such as French, German, Italian, Spanish, and
Portuguese — languages in which there has been a tradition of experimenting with new media since the 1960s and
1970s. Univ ersities hav e become major play ers in the networked media env ironment that def ines contemporary
culture. Ref lecting the dominance of English-speaking institutions in contemporary knowledge production, critical
work on new media replicates the cultural and linguistic hierarchies characteristic of other f ields and modes of
knowledge production and distribution. As a post-WWW electronic canon, Electronic Literature both ref lects and
reinf orces the technological and institutional asy mmetries of cultural and political power in the techno-scientif ic
digital age.
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A Grammatology of Digital Inscriptions
My argument, then, is this: computers are unique in the history of writing technologies in that
they present a pre-meditated material env ironment built and engineered to propagate an
illusion of immateriality ; the digital nature of computational representation is precisely what
enables this illusion — or else call it a working model — of immaterial behav ior.
[Kirschenbaum 2008, 135]
At the present transitional moment, f ile structures modeled on book structure and book surf aces are challenged
by specif ically digital f orms of inscription and organization, both in literary and artistic production, and in scholarly
work of all kinds. Matthew G. Kirschenbaum’s Mechanisms is the ideal companion f or N. Katherine Hay les’s
Electronic Literature. While Hay les is more interested in electronic textuality as it manif ests itself at the f ormal
materiality lev el, and in what it tells about its own signif y ing process, Kirschenbaum of f ers an inf rastructural
approach to digital materiality. He sees digital technology as a technology of inscription at the multiple material
lev els that def ine the computer, f rom electromagnetic f orces to semiotic ef f ects. Digital objects are thus brought
under the scrutiny of textual studies as a mode of inquiry historically concerned with the analy sis of phy sical
marks of inscription and re-inscription.
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For Kirschenbaum, the f ungibility and the v olatility of screen display should not be essentialized as the
phenomenological manif estation of the electronic writing space. Like Espen Aarseth [Aarseth 2003] or Alan Liu
[Liu 2004], he of f ers a critique of this f orm of new media ideology. The electronic writing space has a microscopic
dimension susceptible to being described as an inscriptional space. Kirschenbaum wants to start with the
mechanism and ref ocus our attention in the computer’s phy sicality and materiality as an electronic dev ice:
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The hard driv e, and magnetic media more generally, are mechanisms of extreme inscription —
that is, they of f er a limit case f or how the inscriptiv e act can be imagined and executed. To
examine the hard driv e at this lev el is to enter a looking glass world where the Kantian
manif old of space and time is measured in millionths of a meter (called microns) and
thousands of second (called milliseconds), a world of leading-edge engineering rooted in the
ancient science of tribology, the study of interacting surf aces in relativ e motion.
[Kirschenbaum 2008, 74]
Kirschenbaum distinguishes the f orensic materiality lev el of magnetic inscription on the disk f rom the f ormal
materiality lev el of executed code as presentation. Computational materiality is seen as a series of cascading
phy sical processes of storage and deletion, writing and ov erwriting. He describes this process in terms of a
tension between inscription and abstraction, and between digitality and v olatility. Digital inf ormation becomes
abstract because it is susceptible to allographic manipulation of discrete units (substitution, deletion, insertion,
transposition, relocation and repetition) — the property described by Lev Manov ich [Manov ich 2001] as
modularity.
In the chapter "Extreme Inscription: A Grammatology of the Hard Driv e" [Kirschenbaum 2008, 73–109], the author
attributes eight characteristics to the mechanism f or computer inscription (88-96): random access ("instantaneous
access to any portion of the phy sical media"); signal processor ("writing and reading to and f rom the disk are
ultimately a f orm of digital to analog and analog to digital signal processing"); differential ("the read/write head
measures rev ersals between magnetic f ields rather than the actual charge of an indiv idual magnetic dipole");
volumetric ("a hard-disk driv e is a three-dimensional writing space"); rationalized ("the v olumetric space of the
driv e" is mapped "by an intricate planar geometry comprised of tracks and sectors"); motion-dependent ("motion
and raw speed are integral aspects of their operation as inscription technologies"); planographic ("the surf ace of
the disk, in order to f ly scant nanometers beneath the air bearings, must be absolutely smooth"); and nonvolatile
but variable ("just as important as magnetic disk storage’s nonv olatility was the f act that its same v olumetric area
could be ov erwritten"). It is this f orensic description of the mechanism f or electronic writing that is absent f rom
most accounts of electronic textuality.
Kirschenbaum’s analy sis thus adds an important lay er to media-specif ic analy sis: the consideration of the relation
between hardware inscription, on the one hand, and sof tware conf igurations, f ormal modeling, and presentational
display, on the other, i.e., between f orensic materiality and f ormal materiality. A series of multiple-order
representations (or translations) allow f or the inscription, processing, and presentation of data. His analy sis of
digital image representation as a data set prov ides a clear example f or the particular nature of the cascading
inscriptions that def ine digitality. He explains, "The tendency to regard one image as correct and the other as
dev iant is to misapprehend the nature of computers as digital sy stems, and indeed allographic sign sy stems in
general" [Kirschenbaum 2008, 148]. Modeling documents in electronic env ironments [Kirschenbaum 2008, 149]
shows how at the f ormal materiality lev el text is modeled with more text, which def ines access, representation
and searches that result in dif f erent renderings of what is and isn’t an object: "an electronic document is being
modeled by a cascade of f ormal or semantic v alues that materialize it in relation to the electronic env ironment or
sy stem that supports it" [Kirschenbaum 2008, 154–155].
Understanding the modeling and metatextual f unction of computer programs and coding languages in general,
particularly as they manif est themselv es in certain f ormal properties, is crucial f or understanding the ideological
dimension of data structuring and data representation [Drucker 2007]. Many f eatures we tend to attribute to
digitality are, in f act, the result of specif ic f ormal operations designed to produce and represent data in a certain
conf iguration. Graphic user interf aces and other sof tware tools hav e been naturalized, and we of ten f ail to notice
the conv entionality that produces certain digital structures and behav iors. With the concept of f ormal materiality,
Kirschenbaum captures this lev el of modeling that produces specif ic instantiations of digital materiality : "My word
processor presents me with a certain document model, and while its f ormal behav iors ultimately come to rest in
the f orensic materiality of chips, memory, and other spaces of the hardware conf iguration, much of what we tend
to essentialize about new media is in f act merely the ef f ect of a particular set of social choices implemented and
instantiated in the f ormal modeling of the digital env ironments in question" [Kirschenbaum 2008, 133].

Textual Studies for Digital Objects
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Kirschenbaum applies procedures of textual criticism and analy tical bibliography to the study of new media
objects. His book signals a much-needed departure f rom studies of digitality that only address the semiotic lev el
of presentation. Instead, he examines the whole material and social process through which digital texts are
produced, transmitted, and transf ormed: "Cry stallizing at the nexus of storage, inscription, and instrumentation,
the f orensic imagination stands in contrast to the medial ideology and screen essentialism that has held sway in
the theoretical conv ersation’s critical f ormativ e y ears f or new media as a f ield" [Kirschenbaum 2008, 254].
Mechanisms thus sets a new research standard by succeeding not just in the theoretical integration of the multiple
lev els of electronic inscription, but also f or treating electronic texts as social texts that disseminate in particular
way s. Textual v ariation in electronic works, f or instance, is not a mere f unction of the f lickering material
circumstances that condition code execution. It results f rom material changes in operating sy stem or in the
sof tware that supports and executes the code, and these can be f ormally described in much the same way as
v ersions or editions in textual studies. The ev entuality ascribed to the digital medium per se is, in f act, f ormally
determined by the specif ic electronic coding that generates a certain material instantiation of the executable work.
Kirschenbaum recalls McGann’s description of the double helix of linguistic and bibliographic codes in bibliographic
objects, and he explains the interdependence of f ormal and f orensic materiality by ref erring to the "unique
monodimensionality of the Möbius strip, at once separate and coextensiv e" [Kirschenbaum 2008, 156]. Textual
f luidity in computational env ironments results f rom the f act that autographic discrete units at the f orensic lev el
are susceptible of allographic manipulation at the f ormal lev el. The abstract nature of inf ormation ultimately
depends upon the specif ic mode of electronic inscription at its v arious storing and coding lev els — f rom data
addresses on disk sectors to topographic and ty pographic coding and marking-up of graphic display. Electronic
textuality gains its specif ic properties f rom this tension between "the f orensic principle of indiv idualization" and
the f ormal principle of identity :
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Formally or allographically identical, f orensically or autographically indiv idualized and discrete:
this conundrum becomes the methodological lev er with which to pry open the relentless
sy mbolic cascade of computation and understand what is unique about computers as writing
technologies — that they are material machines dedicated to propagating an artif icial
env ironment capable of supporting immaterial behav iors. [Kirschenbaum 2008, 158]
Thus Kirschenbaum’s electro-bibliographic perspectiv e ref ines our notion of what an electronic object is, and
ref ocuses our perception of computation and digitality by pointing to the manif old negotiations that constitute
electronic texts as material and social objects. His extreme materialism is thoroughly tested in his detailed
analy ses of the textual and reception history of Michael Joy ce’s Af ternoon: A Story (chapter 4) and William
Gibson’s Agrippa: A Book of the Dead (chapter 5). Social and cultural setting, platf orms and operating sy stems,
hy pertext programs and electronic networks, v arious kinds of phy sical artif acts at both genetic and social lev els
(ref lecting intentions, v ariations, v ersions, editions, porting or v ersioning) — all of these spell out the textual
condition of the electronic object. Both analy ses assert a f undamental similarity in the way bibliographic codes
and electronic codes work in relation to their respectiv e textual f ields, and how these f ields in turn are shaped by
social interactions. Consideration of the f orensic materiality of electronic objects — which brings "dif f erence" to
the theory of electronic textuality [Kirschenbaum 2008, 158] — implies the use of new tools f or textual criticism
and bibliographic analy sis, such as hex editors, hashes, or magnetic f orce microscopy. At the same time, a
social text approach is indispensable if we are to f ully grasp the dy namics of digital objects as cultural artif acts.
The study of transmissiv e v ariation in electronic objects — greatly f acilitated by the self -documenting nature of
electronic media — brings textual studies into the f ield of digital media. Diachrony, i.e., historical temporality (and
not just the temporality of its machine execution), is part of a digital object. Kirschenbaum’s caref ul consideration
of the historicity of electronic reproduction of f ers a critical model f or study ing electronic literature that integrates
the f orensic and the f ormal at both material and social lev els. He shows how electronic objects are nev er entirely
and simply electronic. They partake in many other social and phy sical materialities, as is amply and brilliantly
demonstrated by his case-studies of Joy ce and Gibson. In Mechanisms, McKenzie and McGann’s powerf ul social
editing theory has been applied to new media objects, showing that critical tools dev eloped f or study ing print
textuality can, in new f ormulations, be applied to digital textuality. Diachronic awareness of electronic textuality is
one way of bridging the gap between traditional critical practices and the specif ics of networked and
programmable media. There are many passages in Mechanisms where one can hav e a taste of this f ruitf ul
encounter f or new media theory, as when Kirschenbaum looks at the scenes of production, transmission, and
reception of those two classics of electronic literature:
In my v iew a f ully adequate scholarly citation f or Afternoon would specif y the text’s edition
(according to the colophon), Story space sof tware v ersion, platf orm, and operating sy stem; f or
example, Afternoon, a story, 5th edition (1992), Story space Reader 1.0.7, Windows XP. […]
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The general f lattening ef f ect whereby all v ersions and editions of Afternoon are assumed to be
more or less homogenous is, in my v iew, sy mptomatic of still commonplace attitudes toward
electronic textuality among the critical community, which assumes electronic objects exist
absent of any meaningf ul diachronic dimension. [Kirschenbaum 2008, 196]
"Agrippa’s" trajectory f rom text f ile to the commercial matrix of the Web is also perhaps
loosely analogous to scribal publication of the sev enteenth and eighteenth centuries, whereby
poems in manuscript achiev ed widespread circulation f rom one reader to another in
commonplace books bef ore being acquired and printed as a saleable edition. Of course,
v astly greater numbers of readers hav e read "Agrippa" f or f ree on the Internet than hav e ev er
paid f or one of the e-book distributions. But the key point is that "Agrippa’s" af terlif e as an
e-book should remind us that the term electronic text is nev er rendered homogenous merely
by v irtue of a text’s electronic pedigree, and should instead be understood as a thick
constellation of historically v isible inscriptiv e practices, determined both by technical
considerations and by market f orces. [Kirschenbaum 2008, 232]
Projects such as The Rossetti Archiv e (1993-2008), The William Blake Archiv e (1996-), and Artists’ Books Online
(2004-) hav e created multi-lay ered semiotic sy stems around digital f acsimiles. As electronic editing
env ironments, they simulate their objects’ graphic and v isual materiality as a f unction of the dif f erence between
bibliographic and electronic codes. Such operations are perf ormed within a critical and institutional apparatus which
is built into the digital archiv e as an edited space and a technocultural practice. By stressing the conf igured
nature of signif y ing marks, documentary editing in digital f orm reengages scholars and readers with the v isual
and bibliographic materiality of literary signif y ing processes. Heightened awareness of the medium caused by
remediation results in a de-naturalization of f amiliar print f orms and genres. Dif f erences between codex codes and
computer codes rev eal the complex topology of bibliographic inscriptions. Recursiv ity works both at the lev el of
language structure and at the lev el of v isuality, producing f eedbacks between v isual and linguistic f orms as
reading acts map onto the writing space. Bibliographic recursiv e operations are now being simulated in the
electronic space, as a way of exploring its inscriptional potential f or cognition. If Jerome McGann [McGann 2001]
discov ered an electronic rationale f or the study of bibliographic objects, Matthew G. Kirschenbaum has
discov ered a bibliographic rationale f or the study of electronic objects.
Hay les’s and Kirschenbaum’s new books of f er critically rigorous, intellectually prov ocativ e, and highly productiv e
perspectiv es on new media literary objects. Their technical, sociotextual, and interpretiv e analy ses raise our
critical awareness of the specif ics of digital materiality and electronic literature to a new theoretical and analy tical
lev el. Hay les’s readings of electronic works are exemplary in the way they relate electronic perf ormability to
interpretability. Using tropes such as "recursiv e dy namics," "intelligent machines" and "emergent cognition," she
has tried to capture the embodied nature of technology and the distributed nature of subjectiv ity in humancomputer interactions. Kirshenbaum’s approach, in turn, opens up electronic objects to textual criticism, extending
the genetic and social text approach of the last two decades to digitally born artif acts. He of f ers a critically
nuanced and technically rigorous description of the multiple lay ers of f ormal and f orensic materiality, and
stresses their interdependence. Taken together, the "electronic" in Electronic Literature and the "mechanism" in
Mechanisms clearly resonate in the way they both attempt to link the deep lev el of machine code to the f ormal
lev el of textual and metatextual code to the social lev el of cultural code. The machine in the text and the text in
the machine — quintessential expressions of our present postmodern technotextual condition — are now more
f ully conceptualized in their technical, aesthetic, and social materialities.
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